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tenna 1 m. above ground). Messages from the same antenna when

transmitting were easily received at Swinemiinde, 230 km. away.*
The antennae used by KIEBITZ consisted either of two free ended

halves like that of BRAUN (Fig. 443), or each half was grounded at its

end, A and B (Fig. 444) through a condenser.

The action of these antennae (i.e., their horizontal part) can un-

doubtedly be replaced, at least approximately, by the action of a pair of

vertical antennae whose currents are equal in amplitude but opposite in

phase, according to Art. 2036. f Thej^ must transmit the maximum
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FIG. 444.

energy in the vertical plane passing through them and must receive with

the greatest intensity waves whose direction of travel is in this vertical

plane.

Such tests as have been made to date are not yet complete enough to

permit the formation of any final conclusions as to the comparative rela-

tions between horizontal and vertical antennae. Nevertheless it would
seem safe to conclude from the results already obtained, that in certain

special cases the vertical antenna can be efficiently replaced by the

horizontal ground antenna.

207. The Advantages of Directive Signaling. a. Directive Trans-

mitters. If the problem of directive signaling were solved, i.e., if we had
a transmitter which would radiate almost entirely in a single given

direction, the following advantages would be secured.

1. In radio-telegraphy at present only that portion of the energy which

is transmitted in the direction of the receiver appears to be useful. It

follows that a directive transmitter, operating at the same efficiency (at

the transmitter), would give the maximum amount of useful energy.
319

2. A directive transmitter would accomplish a great step forward in

securing secrecy of messages. Assume SA (Fig. 445) to be the range of

transmitter S for a given receiver E. If the transmitter is non-directive,

E will be able to receive its signals anywhere within the circle drawn in

Fig. 445. But if the transmitter is directive and has a characteristic as

shown by the heavy line curve in the figure (which represents high

* In fact some of the signals from the MARCONI station at Glace Bay (Canada)
seem to have been received with a low horizontal antenna about 1200 m. long.

f However, the various relations governing the amplitude of the oscillations in the

two imaginary antennae and the distance between them as given in Art. 2036 can
be applied to the present case only if the length of the horizontal portion is small

compared to the wave-length (see foot-note, Art. 2036).
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directive power), then E must be within the small shaded area to receive

the signals from S.

3. For the same reasons, it is evident that with directive transmitters

FIG. 445.

interference between various stations operating in the same zone is greatly

reduced.

b. Directive Receivers. 1. Interference between neighboring stations

can be reduced to an even much greater extent 320 if directive receivers are

T
FIG. 446.

FIG. 447.

employed, that is if the receivers respond almost solely to waves

approaching in the direction of the transmitting station with which

communication is intended.

2. Operation with directive receivers offers another advantage. If a
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station is equipped with two directive receivers, EI and E2 (Fig. 446),

each of which is differently directed, then messages can be received

simultaneously from two different transmitters, Si and $2 ,
even if these

operate at the same wave-length.

This may be an important advantage in case both transmitting stations

are obliged to operate at the same normal wave-length (as, e.g., two light-

ship stations) due to their both working with stations for which a definite

wave-length is specified (e.g., the ships of a fleet or the merchant marine).

3. Finally, the directive receiver offers a means of determining the

direction in which the transmitter is located.

For this purpose, it would only be necessary theoretically in practice

this would involve great difficulties to turn the receiver about a vertical

axis; then the direction of the transmitter would be that in which the

receiver responds with the greatest intensity.

Another method would be to have a complete circle of directive re-

ceivers (Fig. 447). Then if receiver EA is the only one to respond, or at

least responds with maximum intensity, the transmitter must lie in direc-

tion ES. Thus if such a station is erected on land and a message is

received by it from a ship at sea, this gives an immediate indication of

the direction of the ship. MAKCONI made a number of experiments along

this line; it was found possible to determine with considerable accuracy
the direction of ships about 90 km. from shore. 321

The BELLINI and Tosi apparatus* are particularly convenient for this

purpose. The receiving radio-goniometer [Art. 1986] offers a direct

means of determining the direction of approaching waves. The movable

coil of the radio-goniometer is rotated until the signals in the receiver have

their maximum intensity. As this maximum is not very sharp (see

characteristics in Figs. 410 and 423), more exact results are obtained by
finding the position of the movable coil in which the received signals

vanish or have minimum intensity; the direction of the approaching
waves is then perpendicular to this position of the coil.

But if the waves must travel over land for considerable distances

none of these methods can be counted upon. For in that case, the

assumption that the direction in which the waves approach the receiver

is the same as that in which the transmitter is located with respect to the

receiver, is not necessarily correct [Art. 143a].

c. Another problem in directive radio-signaling, which has recently

gained in importance is the following: Given two fixed land stations of

known location and a moving station (ship, balloon, aeroplane); to de-

termine the location of the latter at any instant.*

*
They seem to be giving very good results. BELLINI and Tosi claim that by means

of the antennae described in Art. 198c (combination of symmetrical and double

antenna) the direction can be determined within 1. P. BRENOT reports that the

direction of ships 300 km. away, could be determined within 4 to 5. 322
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1. One solution is to equip the moving station with a directive

receiver and by means of this determine the direction of approach of the

waves from each of the fixed stations. The BELLINI and Tosi* method
is well suited for such receivers, while the double antenna, with the

two antennae half a wave-length apart, seems well adapted for use on

dirigible balloons [Art. 96a (4)]. These methods, however, involve

considerable practical difficulties, particularly because they are suitable

for short wave-lengths only, so that a separate receiver becomes necessary
for the longer waves used in regular service.

f
2. A second solution of the problem is as follows: The fixed stations

are provided with a directive receiver. The moving station must then

call the fixed stations to determine its own position. The latter then

each find the direction from which the waves radiated by the moving
station come in, and inform the moving station of this direction. In this

case of course the moving station does not require directive apparatus
for either transmission or reception.

3. Another solution was proposed some time ago by A. AnTOM324a and

was tried out later by the Prussian Ministry of Public Works. Each of

the two fixed stations is provided with a set of directed transmitting
antennae by means of which waves can be radiated in any one of various,

say 16, different directions. The fixed stations radiate some signals

(different for the two stations, as, e.g., two different letters) in each of the 16

directions consecutively. The moving station, which is equipped with an

ordinary non-directive receiver, determines which signal comes in with

the greatest intensity. Thus if, e. g. }
this is the letter

" a " and the moving
station knows that this "a" is being sent out from the south-north trans-

mitter of one of the fixed stations, the operator at the moving station

concludes that he is in a direction north from that fixed station. The
direction with respect to the other fixed station is then determined in a

similar manner.

In the tests made near Berlin, 32 masts were erected at the transmit-

ting station in a circle of about 200 m. diameter. Each mast supported
an aerial, and the aerials of each pair of diametrically opposite masts were

joined by a horizontal conductor. As the latter was approximately equal
to half a wave-length, each pair of antennae comprised a radiating system
of the type described in Art. 197a. The station building was located at

the center of the circle, where the 16 double antennae could be con-

veniently coupled with the primary circuit, one after another.

This method has been recently developed by A. MEISSNER (TELE-
FUNKEN Co. 324

) into a commercial form of apparatus (the
"
Telefunken

Compass''). The directive transmitting antennae, CBABid (Fig.

* BELLINI and Tosi have devised a compass system, for use in the vicinity of ports,

by means of which incoming ships can find the entrance to the harbor through heavy

fog (low power transmitter having 15 to 20 miles range).
323
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448), which are placed radially about the building of the fixed station A,
are combinations of two bent MARCONI aerials. They are all supported

by a single central mast, which also carries a non-directive umbrella

A
FIG. 448.

aerial, ADEiE. By means of an automatic contactor (Fig. 449 shows

the contact device with its driving motor and the contact points of the

different antennae .at the top) first the umbrella aerial (time signal)

and then each of the directive antennae are in turn connected to the

primary circuit at given equal intervals for excitation.

FIG. 449.

The moving station is provided with a stop-watch, of the form shown
in Fig. 450, whose pointer makes one complete revolution in the same time

(J-2 minute) which the contactor takes to connect all of the directive

24
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transmitting antenna pairs once in turn. At the instant when the

operator of the moving station hears the time signal (z,* Fig. 450), he

presses his stop-watch and sets it going. He then stops it at the moment
when the incoming signals are loudest ;f then the position of the stop-
watch pointer indicates the direction of that one of the double antennae

of the fixed station which is in line with the moving station at that in-

FIG. 450.

stant. If this procedure is repeated several times and the average of

the stop-watch pointer positions noted, the direction can be determined

within 4 to 5.
In tests made with a mast 23 m. high and using about 0.5 kw. energy

the direction of a balloon from the compass station was determined quite

accurately up to a distance of 100 km.

*"z" is not shown in cut, but refers to point between 31 and 1 on the watch
scale.

f As the maximum intensity is usually not very sharply denned, it is probably
better to determine the position of minimum intensity.




